Aim

Creating A Sustainable Passive Income Token
With High Yield, Innovative Burning Mechanisms & Unique Utilities

Approach
Achieve

The Fastest Burn On Binance Smart Chain With
Solid Contract, No Mint Code & Auto In-wallet Staking

Continuous Incremental Appreciation With Gradual
Profit Realisation By Well Calculated Derivative Function

O ve r view
$ARB is a state-of-the-art auto-staking, auto-compounding DeFi 3.0
project on the Binance Smart Chain that offers holders a daily ROI (Return
On Investment) of 1.28%. Afterburner holders receive an annual compound
interest of 10,100.00%, with rebase payouts every 15 minutes and tokens
automatically compounded each epoch (rebase period). With the help of
an Anti-Dump mechanism, Afterburner aims to minimize the impact of
pumps and dumps on the $ARB market, ultimately preventing sharp
crashes and protecting the platform from volatile market scenarios.
Sustainability, stability, and
long-term investment form the
foundation for our vision.
Sustainability will be ensured
by buybacks, burns, and taxes
collected from transactions, i.e.,
11% from buys and transfers and
22% from sales, while stability
will be ensured by Afterburner’s
Anti-Dump mechanism. This
potent combination will enable
Afterburner to attract new
investors continuously, creating
an ever-soaring market cap.
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Af te rburn er En gi n e

An t i- D u mp M e ch a n is m

The Afterburner engine is a gamified smart contract mechanism that
incentivizes investors to make purchases in 10-minute intervals, consequently
generating new cash ﬂow for the protocol. 3% of buys/transfers and 10% of sells
will be compiled into the reward pot for two possible outcomes: combusting or
winning.

DeFi projects are known to be particularly vulnerable to sharp rises and crashes, with
traders capitalizing on long-term investors’ liquidity. This is a significant problem on the
DeFi platform. To resolve this, the ADM limits the token withdrawal amount to a rate of
1-5% per day, which could be increased through community effort. With this mechanism,
holders are protected from bulk sell-offs that can cause the $ARB value to crash. Thus,
these limitations benefit both parties by creating a consistent investment platform.

A 10-minute timer resets whenever a minimum 0.1 BNB value purchase is made.
Combustion occurs when the reward pot reaches USD 10,000 without anyone
winning, after which the afterburner engine will send 50% of the collected funds
to the burning chamber. The remaining 50% will be passed on to the next
round. If no investments worth at least 0.1 BNB are made within 10 minutes after
the last purchase, the last buyer wins.
When this occurs, half the pot is carried over to the next round, 25% is sent to the
burning chamber, and the remaining 25% is given to the winner. Regardless of
the outcome, both the platform and the investors benefit from the Afterburner
Engine.
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Au to n o m o u s L iq u id ity E n g in e
Market liquidity is essential to the health of a protocol. So every 24 hours, the market will
be injected with liquidity via the autonomous liquidity engine. The Auto-LP wallet is
automatically funded with 4% buy/transfer and 4% sell fees. In addition, the
Auto-Liquidity Engine’s AMM algorithm adds accumulated BNB and token holdings as
extra liquidity in a 50/50 split, further increasing liquidity. This addition is done every 24
hours to protect holders from volatility by strengthening the market structure, lowering
slippage, and extending the Afterburner runway. 4% of the tax from each buy/transfer
and sell is automatically stored on the Auto-LP wallet in the form of $ARB tokens.
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